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Welcome to CUMC 2022 !
Bienvenue au CCÉM 2022 !
Welcome - Mot de bienvenue
It’s with great joy that we welcome you (in-person !) in Quebec for the 2022 edition of the CUMC.
Over 150 students from Canada and beyond will gather in Université Laval from July 13 to 17 to
give talks and listen to others, attend keynote lectures, and participate in several mathematical and
social activities. We hope that you will enjoy your stay at Université Laval as well as the beautiful
city of Quebec.
CUMC 2022 Organizing Committee
William Verreault (President), Ludovick Bouthat, Anthony Doyon, Philippe Drouin, Charlotte LavoieBel, Philippe-André Luneau, Philippe Petitclerc, and Dominik Richard.

C’est avec beaucoup de joie que nous vous accueillons (en personne !) à Québec pour l’édition 2022
du CCÉM. Plus de 150 étudiants du Canada et d’ailleurs vont se rassembler à l’Université Laval du
13 au 17 juillet pour donner des présentations et en écouter d’autres, assister à des présentations
plénières et participer à diverses activités mathématiques et sociales. On espère que vous apprécierez
votre séjour dans notre université ainsi que la merveilleuse ville de Québec.
L’équipe du CCÉM 2022
William Verreault (President), Ludovick Bouthat, Anthony Doyon, Philippe Drouin, Charlotte LavoieBel, Philippe-André Luneau, Philippe Petitclerc et Dominik Richard.

Location - Emplacement
Most activities will take place in the science and engineering building, Pavillon Alexandre-Vachon
(VCH), located at 1045 Av. de la Médecine. See the block schedule and student talks schedule for room
numbers, as well as the description of the activities for more information on where each activity takes
place. Note that the Wine and Cheese takes place in the Pavillon d’Optique-photonique (COPL),
the Movie Night takes place in the Pavillon Louis-Jacques-Casault (CSL), and the Programming
Workshop takes place in the Pavillon Adrien-Pouliot (PLT), all of which are near each other. We
will usually move as a big group to go to these activities.

La plupart des activités auront lieu dans le bâtiment des sciences et génie, le Pavillon AlexandreVachon (VCH), situé au 1045 Av. de la Médecine. Regardez l’horaire général et l’horaire des présentations étudiantes pour les numéros des salles, et les descriptions des activités pour plus d’information
sur l’endroit où chaque activité va prendre place. Notez que le Vin et fromage aura lieu au Pavillon
d’Optique-photonique (COPL), la Soirée cinéma au Pavillon Louis-Jacques-Casault (CSL) et l’atelier
de programmation au Pavillon Adrien-Pouliot (PLT), qui sont tous situés près les uns des autres.
On va généralement se déplacer en un gros groupe pour aller à ces activités.
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Residences - Résidences
The Laval Student Residences are located at Pavillon Alphonse-Marie-Parent, 2255 rue de l’Université. If you booked a room with them, you will have to pay at their registration desk.

Les résidences étudiantes de l’Université Laval sont situées au Pavillon Alphonse-Marie-Parent, 2255
rue de l’Université. Si vous avez réservé une chambre avec eux, vous devrez payer à leur comptoir
d’inscription une fois que vous serez arrivés.

Food - Nourriture
Breakfasts and lunches will be served in the Alexandre-Vachon (VCH) cafeteria. The included
dinners are indicated on the block schedule with information on where they will take place. More
information can also be found in the description of the activities.

Les déjeuners et les dîners seront servis dans la cafétéria du Alexandre-Vachon (VCH). Les soupers
inclus sont indiqués dans l’horaire général avec plus de l’information sur où ils vont avoir lieu. Plus
d’information peut être trouvée dans la description des activités.
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General Schedule - Horaire Général
*A French version of the schedule is available on our website.

July 13

July 14

July 15

July 16

July 17

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

Breakfast
VCH Cafeteria

Breakfast
VCH Cafeteria

Breakfast
VCH Cafeteria

Breakfast
VCH Cafeteria

10:00

Student talks
VCH 3rd floor

Student talks
VCH 3rd floor

Student talks
VCH 3rd floor

10:30

Coffee break

Time
08:00
09:00

Keynote
William Ross
VCH 2880

11:00

Lunch
VCH Cafeteria

12:00
13:30

Student talks
VCH 3rd floor

14:30
15:00

Registration
15:30 VCH entrance
16:00

Coffee break
Programming
workshop
PLT 2325

Keynote
Maxime Fortier
Bourque
VCH 2880

Lunch
VCH Cafeteria

Lunch
VCH Cafeteria

Keynote
Linan Chen
VCH 2880

Poster session
VCH entrance

Student talks
VCH 3rd floor

Coffee break

Coffee break

Keynote
Guy Lacroix
VCH 2880

Math panel
VCH 2850

Scavenger hunt
Start at VCH
entrance

17:00

18:00

19:00
23:00

Opening and
Keynote
Monica Nevins
VCH 2880
Wine and
cheese
COPL 1168

Pizza dinner
VCH Cafeteria

Movie night
CSL 1630

Student talks
VCH 3rd floor

Dinner cruise /
Restaurant
Departure from
VCH parking

Outing in Old
Quebec
Departure from VCH
parking

Keynote
Kumar Murty
VCH 2880
Closing
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Organised Activities - Activitées organisées
13-07 19:00-23:00 | Wine and Cheese - Vin et fromage
A wine and cheese party will take place at COP-1168 after Monica Nevin’s plenary talk. Many
varieties of cheese will be served along with wine, bread, vegetables, grapes, nuts, and many other
refreshments. There will be plenty for everyone !
After Monica’s talk, we will all go together as a big group to the location of this event to prevent
anyone from getting lost. However, some organizers will stay on site to make sure everyone gets there
without a hitch !

Un vin et fromage aura lieu au COP-1168 immédiatement après la conférence plénière de Monica
Nevin. De nombreuses variétés de fromages seront servies avec du vin, du pain, des légumes, des
raisins, des noix et plusieurs autres collations et boissons. Il y en aura pour tout le monde !
Après la conférence de Monica, nous irons tous ensemble en grand groupe sur le lieu de cet
événement pour éviter que quiconque ne se perde. Toutefois, certains organisateurs resteront tout de
même sur place un certain temps pour s’assurer que tout le monde s’y rende sans problème !

14-07 19:00-22:00 | Movie Night - Soirée cinéma
After enjoying a pizza dinner, join us at CSL-1630 for a free screening of the films Proof and
Gifted (in English) on a genuine cinema room. As usual, we will go there in a big group to avoid
anyone getting lost. Popcorn will be served, but we kindly ask everyone to be careful while eating
since it is our responsibility to clean right after.
If you have already seen the movies, or if you want to explore the city instead, you can use the
last section for suggestions !

Après avoir dégusté un souper pizza, rejoignez-nous au CSL-1630 pour une projection gratuite des
films Proof et Gifted (en anglais) dans une véritable salle de cinéma. Encore une fois, nous y irons
en grand groupe pour éviter que personne ne se perde. Du pop-corn sera servi, mais nous demandons
à chacun de faire attention en mangeant car il est de notre responsabilité de nettoyer juste après.
Si vous avez déjà vu les films, ou si vous souhaitez plutôt explorer la ville, vous pouvez utiliser la
dernière section pour des suggestions !

15-07 10:35-12:00 | Programming Workshop - Atelier de programmation
The theoretical interest of graph theory has been known to mathematicians for centuries ; surprisingly, new applications of graphs are discovered every day, notably through the theory of complex
networks. Random complex networks are a tool of choice to study, for example, the structure of the
brain and the spread of diseases.
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Nicolas Doyon, mathematics professor at Université Laval and specialist in neuronal modelization,
will present the network analysis library NetworkX in Python. With short exercises and applications,
Prof. Doyon will guide you through the different features of this very powerful tool : data structures,
graph algorithms, random network generation, etc.
(around 100 places)

L’intérêt théorique de la théorie des graphes est connu des mathématiciens depuis des siècles ;
étonnament, de nouvelles applications sont régulièrement découvertes, notamment grâce à la théorie
des réseaux complexes. Les réseaux aléatoires sont des outils de prédilection pour étudier de nombreux
phénomènes, comme la propagation des maladie et la structure du cerveau.
Nicolas Doyon, professeur de mathématiques à l’Université Laval et spécialiste en modélisation
neuronale, présentera la librairie d’analyse de réseaux NetworkX en Python. Avec des courts exercices
et des applications, Prof. Doyon vous guidera au travers des différentes fonctionnalités de cet outil
puissant : les structures de données, les algorithmes pour les graphes, la génération de réseaux
aléatoires, etc.
(environ 100 places)

15-07 16:00-17:00 | Math Panel - Panel mathématique
Do you like to discuss philosophy of mathematics, mathematics education and hear from inspiring
people ? Come and feed your thoughts by participating in an open and informal discussion on these
fascinating topics with our special guests from academic and professional circles :
Louis-Philippe Vignault, Marianne Girard and professors Bill Ross and Monica Nevins.
*Note : The panel will be conducted in English.

Vous aimez discuter de philosophie des mathématiques, de l’éducation en mathématiques et entendre le parcours de personnes inspirantes ? Venez alimenter vos réflexions en participant à une
discussion ouverte et informelle sur ces sujets passionnants avec nos invité.es spéciaux issus des
milieux académiques et professionnels :
Louis-Philippe Vignault, Marianne Girard et les professeur.e.s Bill Ross et Monica Nevins.
*Note : Le panel se déroulera en anglais.

15-07 17:00-23:00 | Dinner Cruise or Restaurant - Souper croisière ou restaurant
Board the Louis-Jolliet boat for an unforgettable three-course feast ! Here is the schedule for the
evening :

CCÉM/CUMC 2022
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— 5 :00 p.m. : Meet at the Alexandre-Vachon Pavilion parking lot for the bus departure. Please
arrive on time.
— 6 :00 p.m. : Boarding & cocktail
— 7 :00 p.m. : Departure for the cruise
— 7 :10 p.m. : Meal service
— 9 :15 p.m. : Entertainment
— 10 :30 p.m. : Return to dock
— 11 :00 p.m. : Departure by bus to return to the university.
*Note : Boarding at Quai Chouinard, 10 rue Dalhousie, in the old port of Quebec
For those who have not opted for the dinner cruise, come and enjoy an excellent meal and celebrate
with us at La Voix Maltée microbrewery and restaurant. Meet at 5 :30 p.m. at the Pavillon AlexandreVachon parking lot. We will all walk to the restaurant together.
*Note : the address of the restaurant is 2590 Boulevard Laurier, Quebec, QC G1V 4M6

Embarquez à bord du bateau Louis-Jolliet pour une festin trois services inoubliable ! Voici l’horaire
de la soirée :
— 17h00 : Rendez-vous au stationnement du Pavillon Alexandre-Vachon pour le départ en autobus. Prière d’arriver à l’heure.
— 18h00 : Embarquement & cocktail
— 19h00 : Départ en croisière
— 19h10 : Service du repas
— 21h15 : Animation
— 22h30 : Retour à quai
— 23h00 : Départ en autobus pour retourner à l’université.
*Note : Embarquement au Quai Chouinard, 10 rue Dalhousie, dans le vieux port de Québec
Pour ceux et celles qui n’ont pas pris le souper croisière, venez déguster un excellent repas et
célébrer avec nous à la microbrasserie et restaurant La Voix Maltée. Rendez-vous à 17h30 au stationnement du Pavillon Alexandre-Vachon. Nous irons tous et toutes ensemble au restaurant à pied.
*Note : l’adresse du restaurant est 2590 Boulevard Laurier, Québec, QC G1V 4M6

16-07 13:30-14:30 | Poster Session - Session d’affiches
Come to the entrance of the Pavillon Alexandre-Vachon to watch the posters of your colleagues
describing their research or their mathematical interests and discuss with them. The list of posters
and abstracts is available in the Abstract section below. By participating, you will also get the chance
to win a Nespresso machine !
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Venez voir les affiches de vos collègues décrivant leur recherche ou leurs intérêts mathématiques et
discutez avec eux. La liste des affiches et les résumés sont disponibles dans la section Résumés plus
bas. En participant, vous courez aussi la chance de gagner une machine Nespresso !

16-07 14:30-17:00 | Scavenger Hunt - Rallye mathématique
Test your problem solving skills and your mathematical culture in our photo scavenger hunt.
This activity will make you discover some unique features of Université Laval’s campus. Our ten
challenging questions and puzzles will make you visit Université Laval taking pictures of unique
architectural features and blonde marmots along your way. The winning team will be awarded a
marvelous prize while the remaining teams will be awarded nothing but our empathy and friendship.

Testez vos habiletés de résolution de problèmes et votre culture générale mathématique dans notre
rallye photo qui vous fera explorer le campus à la recherche de marmottes et d’autres singularités de
l’université ! Éléments architecturaux singuliers, éléments de décor qui sortent du décor, petits animaux ; vos caméras seront à la recherche d’objets distinctifs dont la capture vous donnera des points.
Notre dizaine de questions et énigmes minutieusement concoctées vous demanderont perspicacité,
ruse et esprit d’équipe pour percer leurs secrets et peut-être même vous mener à une marmotte.
L’équipe gagnante se méritera un merveilleux prix ! Les autres ne se mériteront rien du tout, sinon
notre plus sincère empathie.

16-07 17:00-23:00 | Outing in Old Quebec - Sortie Vieux-Québec
A free outing for those who want to explore our wonderful city in the evening. Transportation
is offered to you so that you can go and do an activity of your choice in Old Quebec. Boarding is
at 17:00 in the Pavillon Alexandre-Vachon parking lot and you will be dropped off in front of the
Quebec City Convention Center downtown. Boarding for the return to the University will be at 23:00
in front of the Convention Center as well. Remember to arrive early for boarding.
You will be free to explore downtown. The organizers will inform you of a few key locations where
they will be dispatched in the evening to guide you if needed. To start, here is a list of recommended
restaurants (Google them !) :
— At the old Canadians (Rue Saint-Louis) : Traditional Food
— Bistro under the fort (Rue Notre-Dame) : French cuisine
— Napoleon’s vaults (Grande Allée) : Songwriter’s bar
— INOX (Grande Allée) : Microbrewery
— Les 3 brasseurs (Grande Allée) : Sports Restaurant-Bar
— Beirut city (Grande Allée) : Lebanese
— The Lebanese pancake (Grande Allée) : Lebanese
— Chic shack (Rue du Fort) : Artisanal Burgers
— Pub St-Patrick (Rue St-Jean) : Pub with Irish Flavors
— Le Don (Vieux Port) : Vegan food
— And so many others. . .
Here is also a list of some popular evening activities :
— FEQ : Hydro-Québec Stage/National Assembly Square (Free)

CCÉM/CUMC 2022
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FEQ : Rental of passes for the main stage via MarketPlace (To be done by participants)
Pub crawl on Saint-Jean
Backyard of the Beerfest
Strom Nordic Spa
Funicular
MacFly Arcades
Ferry
Château Frontenac
Terrasse Dufferin
Ghost walks (subject to reservation)

Une sortie libre pour ceux et celles voulant explorer notre merveilleuse ville en soirée. Le transport
vous est offert pour que vous puissiez aller faire une activité de votre choix dans le Vieux-Québec.
L’embarquement se fait à 17 :00 dans le stationnement du Pavillon Alexandre-Vachon et vous serez
déposé devant le centre des congrès de Québec dans le cente-ville. L’embarquement pour le retour à
l’Université se fera à 23 :00 devant le centre des congrès à nouveau. Pensez à arriver d’avance pour
l’embarquement.
Vous serez libre d’explorer le centre-ville. Les organisateurs vous communiqueront à l’avance les
activitées auxquelles ils vont prendre part et seront répartis un peu partout pour vous guider au
besoin. Pour l’instant, voici une liste de restaurant à essayer au cours de la soirée (Googlez-les !) :
— Aux anciens canadiens (Rue Saint-Louis) : nourriture traditionnelle
— Bistro sous le fort (Rue Notre-Dame) : cuisine française
— Les voûtes de Napoléon (Grande Allée) : Bar de chansonnier
— INOX (Grande Allée) : Microbrasserie
— Les 3 brasseurs (Grande Allée) : resto-bar sportif
— Beyrouth cité (Grande Allée) : Libanais
— La galette libanaise (Grande Allée) : Libanais
— Chic shack (Rue du Fort) : burgers artisanaux
— Pub St-Patrick (Rue St-Jean) : pub aux saveurs irlandaise
— Le Don (Vieux Port) : nourriture végétalienne
— Et tant d’autres. . .
Puis une liste de quelques activitées populaires en soirée :
— FEQ : Scène Hydro-Québec/Place de l’assemblée nationale (Gratuit)
— FEQ : Location de passes pour la scène principale via MarketPlace (À faire par les paticipants)
— Pub crawl sur Saint-Jean
— Cour arrière du Festibière
— Strom Spa Nordique
— Funiculaire
— Arcades MacFly
— Traversier
— Château Frontenac
— Terasse Dufferin
— Promenades Fantômes(sous réservation)
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Exposés étudiants - Student Talks

Time/Rooms

VCH 3820

VCH 3840

VCH 3850

VCH 3870

Ivan Shevchenko
Modelling a Neuron as
a Dynamical System

Nicholas Priebe
When Polynomials
Don't Commute:
An Introduction to
Ore Extensions

Lewis Glabush
Elliptic Curve
Cryptography
- Standard &
Post Quantum

Jeffrey Marshall-Milne
Continuous BourgainTzafriri Estimate

Ludovick Bouthat
Doubly stochastic
Markov chains

Joshua Broden
Knots in Fractals An Exploration
of Non-Universal
Fractals

Kareem Alfarra
The game of
Cops and
Robbers:
how Cops can
outsmart the
Robber

Sanket Biswas, Catalina
Quincosis
Packings and Coverings

10:00

Alexander Kazachek
Noah Nazareth
Measuring
An Algorithm to
Entanglement in Infinite
Embed Any
Dimensions: Why and Knot in the Menger
How
Sponge

Grayson
Plumpton
Solutions to
Cauchy’s
Functional
Equation over
Q_p

Alexander Ko
An Elementary Proof of
the Jordan Curve
Theorem

13:30

Qiu Shi Wang
Maya Gusak
Jessie Meanwell, Dean
Jacob Ender
Comportement à long
Waring Squaring
Louizos
A Brief Introduction
terme des solutions de
(Generalized)
Modelling Single Lane to Homotopy Type
l'équation de Dirac dans
The Circle
Traffic Flow as a Fluid
Theory
des espace-temps de
Method: Part I
trou noir

14:00

Xinyue Xie
A Two-Step Approach
to Optimal Dynamic
Pricing in MultiDemand Combinatorial
Markets

July 14

09:00

09:30

14:30

Merve Zeybekoglu
Mathematics & Art

15:00

Evan Girardin
Turning the Calculator
Factory Into a
Calculator: C++
Template
Metaprogramming

Othmane Oukrid
Local Rank and
Moebius-Kantor
Complexes

Yen-Kang Fu
Goldbach Ted
Talk

Xinrui You
Madhav
ADE classification
Gopakumar
for quivers
The Pentagonal
of finite
Number Theorem
representation type
Aaryam Sharma
Problem Solving in
Group Theory

Marko Milosevic
The one about
mathematical
words

William Verreault
Counterexamples to a
generalized symmetry
conjecture

Jérôme Côté
L'inégalité de Simons

Albert Lu
A Taste of Riemannian
Geometry and Relativity

CCÉM/CUMC 2022
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July
15

09:00

Satrajit Chatterjee
A functional
programming
approach
to mathematical
analysis

Shannon Jeffries
09:30 Quantum Computing
and Quantum Circuits

10:00

Oren Scheer
Proving the Deletion
of Messages
on a Quantum
Computer

14:30

René Roy
P4-free Graphs,
Structure Theorems
and
Applications to
Combinatorial
Optimization

Diba Heydary
The Nash
Embedding
Theorem
for Tori in 3−Space

Arkaprava Choudhury
“How to cut cake” – The
problem of
fair online resource
allocation

Lucas Macquarrie
qwAIM: The Asymptotic
Iteration Method
generalized

James Bona-Landry
Dissection of
Polyhedra
and the Dehn
Invariant

Clara Xi
Differential Privacy For
Graphs: Truncation
Troubles

Ciaran Neely
Fluid Dynamics on the
Medieval Battlefield

Shreya Dhar
The Classification of
Gabriel Crudele
Solvable
Six Permutations Force
Subalgebras for
Quasirandomness
sl(4,C)

Darren Moore
How to Solve NavierStokes and Animate
Fluids

Amélie Comtois
An Introduction to
Linear Logic

Taha Skiredj
Jonathan Colaço Carr
Cops & Robbers on
Reinforcement
graphs or
15:00
Learning:
the mathematical
a Dynamical Systems
Peter Pan
Approach
Syndrome

Elena Moss
Flag Algebras and
Goodman's Bound

Rishibh Prakash
Nets, ahoy!

Andrew Luo
A Brief Introduction to
Computational
Analytic Combinatorics

Nathan Walsh
Un théorème à 4
moyennes
et son application aux
pseudospectres

July
16

09:00

Jingjing Mao
Modeling imperfect
immunity
using the “leaky” SEIR
model

Xavier Mootoo
Continuous
Majorization in a C*algebra

Timothy Cheek
Locally Repairable
Codes:
Locality in the SumRank Metric

Maninder Dhanauta
Generalizing the
Derivative: Fréchet
Differentiation

09:30

Tia Ruza
Spanning
Arborescences:
Applications to
Handwritten
Mathematics
Recognition

Iretomiwa Ajala
Exploring Quivers,
Representations
and Varieties via
Multisegments

Jonathan Yang
Decidability of
Presburger
arithmetic using
finite automata

Kateryna Tretiakova
Separable Solutions to
Non-Linear Anisotropic
Diffusion Equation in
Elliptic Coordinates

Kimia Shaban
An introduction to
Coxeter groups
and the properties of
their weak order

Paul Staadecker
Zero Knowledge
Proofs and
Applications

Victoria Quance,
Micaela Vancea
Multi-Branched
Functions and
Cardano's Formula

Nga Nguyen
Recommender
10:00
Systems: A Netflix Case
Study
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July
17

09:00

09:30

Brendon Thomson
Lean

Joseph Duthie
The watchman's walk
on dynamic graphs

Damien LeBlanc
Les algorithmes
MCMC et leurs
utilisations en
statistique
bayésienne

Benjamin Wong
Me + You + Interactive
Proof

Etan Ossip, Cole
Gigliotti
Inflations and Inversions
of
Permutations - A Visual
Guide

Kristof Kraus
Quantile
Forecasting

Robert Joseph George
Numerical Analysis for
Real-time Nonlinear
Model
Predictive Control of
Ethanol Steam
Reformer

Vincent Macri
A Simple Timing
Attack on
Diffie-Hellman Key
Exchange

Amelie L Zhang
The Hidden Beauty of
Math Behind Music

Nathanael
Chwojko-Srawley
Alice Rigg
Infinite Dimensional A finite length curve in
Vector-spaces;
R^d with positive
stranger than you
measure
think

Philippe Drouin
10:00 Caractéristique d’Euler :
preuves et réfutations

10:30

Yunhai Xiang
Schubert Calculus and
Cohomology of
Grassmannians

Charlotte Lavoie-Bel
Univariate Tropical
Polynomials
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Abstracts - Résumés des présentations
Plenary Talks - Conférences plénières
New Frontiers in Mathematical Cryptography
Monica Nevins, University of Ottawa
Public-key cryptography ensures the security of communications and is utterly essential to our modern world. It reposes on the hardness of solving certain mathematical problems. As we collectively
learn more, and as we build more viable quantum computers, this set of problems has to evolve. In
this talk, we’ll share some of the present and future of mathematical cryptography, and explore the
(undergraduate !) mathematical underpinnings of the algorithms at its new frontiers.

Defying Gravity : functions and break your intuition
William Ross, University of Richmond
We often have a misconception of what constitutes a continuous or a differentiable function. We are
often taught that a continuous function is "one you can draw without lifting your pencil" and that a
differentiable function is "one that you can draw without making any sharp corners". Though these
rudimentary definitions serve us well is developing our intuition, they do not serve us well when we
apply the proper definition of continuous and differentiable. This talk will survey intuition breaking
functions such as Dirichlet’s nowhere continuous function, Thomae’s function that is continuous
only on the irrational numbers, Conway’s function that satisfies the intermediate value property
but is nowhere continuous, Cantor’s devil’s staircase function that is continuous and increasing but
its derivative is zero almost everywhere, Weierstrass’ nowhere differentiable function, and so on.
Moreover, I will also discuss how these types of intuition defying functions are everywhere and,
despite the fact they are difficult to create, are extremely common. I’ll also discuss the fact that
though Riemann’s name is on everything, he is not as smart as you think he is. The only requirement
for this talk is calculus and the willingness to expand your mind.

Science économique = f (mathématiques, statistiques, informatique, psychologie,. . ., données), fi > 0, fii > 0
Guy Lacroix, Université Laval
La science économique est une science sociale. Elle s’intéresse aux comportements individuels et à
leurs interactions dans un environnement complexe, changeant et aléatoire. Les comportements humains sont eux-mêmes complexes, changeants et aléatoires. Dans un tel environnement, la production
de biens et services et leur distribution entre les individus sont pratiquement toujours largement assurées par un système de marché. Or, ce système engendre des inégalités et des externalités négatives
qui doivent être corrigées par des politiques publiques. Quels sont les fondements de ces politiques,
et comment s’assurer qu’elles atteignent leurs objectifs ?
La présentation abordera les fondements psychologiques de la théorie du comportement et évoquera
les emprunts aux mathématiques pour lui donner une assise formelle et rigoureuse. Par ailleurs,
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certains aspects du comportement humain soulèvent des problèmes statistiques particuliers qui ont
donné lieu à de nombreuses innovations à l’aide de la théorie statistique. Enfin, l’avènement de bases
de données administratives a permis aux économistes d’apporter des contributions importantes aux
méthodes d’apprentissage automatique, notamment dans l’analyse causale.
Le design et l’évaluation des politiques publiques sont fondés sur l’idée que celles-ci ont des effets causals sur les comportements, et donc sont prévisibles. Je tâcherai de montrer comment les économistes
s’y prennent pour valider la théorie économique et mesurer l’effet causal des politiques publiques.

Infinite Dimensional Randomness : from Brownian motion
to Gaussian Random Field
Linan Chen, McGill University
In this talk, we will discuss how to "host" randomness in an infinite dimensional space, and how the
randomness will in return "configure" the hosting space. From random paths to random surfaces,
to random fields, the journey gives us a (extremely incomplete) glimpse into the world of random
geometry.

From sphere packings to extremal problems on surfaces
Des empilements de sphères aux problèmes extrémaux sur
les surfaces
Maxime Fortier Bourque, Université de Montréal
What proportion of space can be occupied by congruent balls that do not overlap ? Under the same
hypotheses, how many balls can be tangent to a central ball ? These two classical questions have a
fascinating history leading up to very recent developments. We know the exact answer to the first
question only in dimensions 1, 2, 3, 8, and 24. The answer to the second question is known in the
same dimensions as well as in dimension 4. In most cases, the best known upper bounds are obtained through analysis rather than geometry, via a method called "linear programming" developed by
Delsarte. This method can be applied in a variety of situations such as for error-correcting codes
and in graph theory. I will discuss four problems concerning hyperbolic surfaces where this method
yields the best upper bounds known to date apart from a few exceptions.
Quelle proportion de l’espace peut être occupée par des boules congruentes qui ne se chevauchent
pas ? Sous les mêmes hypothèses, combien de boules peuvent être tangentes à une boule centrale ?
Ces deux questions classiques ont une histoire fascinante incluant des développements très récents.
On ne connait la réponse exacte à la première question qu’en dimensions 1, 2, 3, 8 et 24. La réponse à
la deuxième question est connue pour les mêmes dimensions ainsi qu’en dimension 4. Dans la plupart
des cas, les meilleures majorations sont obtenues grâce à l’analyse plutôt que la géométrie, via une
méthode appelée "programmation linéaire" développée par Delsarte. Cette méthode s’applique dans
une foule de situations telles que pour les codes correcteurs d’erreurs ou en théorie des graphes. Je
discuterai de quatre problèmes concernant les surfaces hyperboliques où cette méthode donne les
meilleures majorations connues à ce jour à quelques exceptions près.
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xn + x + a
Kumar Murty, University of Toronto
This family of polynomials has many nice properties. In particular, we will discuss their irreducibility, their discriminants, and their Galois groups, and why they are relevant in coding theory and in
cryptography. There are many interesting open problems about the prime divisors of the discriminants. I will describe joint work with Shuyang Shen on some of these questions in which we explore
consequences of the ABC conjecture.

Posters - Affiches
How to bisect a (vegetarian) ham sandwich
Arkaprava Choudhury

University of Toronto
The poster is about generalizations of the problem of equally bisecting objects, revolving around the central
theme of reducing the problem to the Borsuk-Ulam theorem. (Vegetarian) ham sandwiches may or may not
be mentioned.

How to (maybe) find out if something is a donut
Arkaprava Choudhury, Shreya Dhar, Rishibh Prakash, and Amelie L Zhang
University of Toronto
The poster is a crash course on some basic concepts in Algebraic Topology such as the fundamental group,
covering spaces, retracts/deformation retracts and the Seifert–Van Kampen. Donuts may or may not be
mentioned.

A Taste of Riemannian Geometry and Relativity
Albert Lu
University of Toronto
In the 17th century, Sir Issac Newton introduced the three laws of motion and Newtonian spacetime, believing
that time is absolute and speed of light is relative. Hundreds of years later, experiments had shown that
Newton’s work was incomplete. In particular, it fails to accurately model light and high-speed objects. All
of which led to Einstein’s infamous work on special and general relativity.
This talk aims to be a friendly introduction to the mathematical foundation of relativity via (semi-)Riemannian
geometry. All audiences are welcome !

qwAIM : The Asymptotic Iteration Method generalized
Lucas MacQuarrie
Western University
x+w)−f (x)
The Hahn difference operator Dq;w f (x) = f (q(q−1)x+w
, q, w > 0 is an operator that generalizes both the
forward difference ∆f (x) = f (x+1)−f (x), used in recurrence relations, and the ordinary derivative Df (x) =
(x)
limh→0 f (x+h)−f
. In 2003, Saad, Çiftçi, and Hall introduced a method to solve certain second-order linear
h
ordinary differential equations called the asymptotic iteration method(AIM) : In this talk, we will show the
AIM and how to extend it to the forward difference, q difference, and Hahn difference operators(DAIM,
qAIM, and qwAIM).
Prerequisites : I will assume some experience with solving differential equations and difference equations.
q-calculus would be helpful but not necessary and will be introduced.
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Knots in Fractals : Triangular fractals
Niko Voth
University of Toronto
This poster discusses the topic of attempting to fit mathematical knots into the two-dimensional Sierpinski
Triangle fractal and the three- dimensional Sierpinski Tetrahedron fractal. I will be demonstrating, with
physical models alongside with the poster, the methods and techniques we used. I will discuss the prime
knot connectivity graphs in the Sierpinski Triangle, connectivity graphs of prime knot sums in the Sierpinski
Triangle, and the process of deriving/using the combinatorial representation of the Sierpinski Tetrahedron.
I worked on this project with Joshua Broden, Noah Nazareth, and our wonderful mentor Dr. Malors Emilio
Espinosa Lara. In addition to this poster, we have a talk about knots in the Sierpinski Carpet and Menger
Cube (presented by Noah Nazareth) and another talk briefly describing all of our accomplishments in this
project (presented by Joshua Broden).

Students Talks - Exposés étudiants
Modelling a Neuron as a Dynamical System
Ivan Shevchenko
University of Toronto Mississauga
The average human brain contains about 86 billion neuron cells, which are thought to be the primary
components of the brain responsible for cognition, reasoning, planning, and memory. The goal of this talk
is to introduce one of the methods scientists and mathematicians have developed to accurately model the
behaviour of a single neuron, which is to represent the neuron as a dynamical system. We will see how this
approach can give us ways to find mathematical models that almost perfectly replicate an actual neuron’s
functional behaviour in the brain.

When Polynomials Don’t Commute : An Introduction to Ore Extensions
Nicholas Priebe
University of Waterloo
The standard construction of complex polynomials involves starting with the complex numbers and adjoining
n indeterminates, which all pairwise commute. The skew polynomial ring, or Ore extension, is a more general
version of this construction, where the indeterminates do not necessarily commute but are required to obey
other relations. In this talk, we introduce interesting examples of Ore extensions, explore some basic results,
and introduce an open problem about their irreducible representations. No background is required, although
very basic ring theory may be helpful.

Elliptic Curve Cryptography - Standard Post Quantum
Lewis Glabush
University of Waterloo
Cryptography depends on problems for which a solution is hard to find, but easy to verify, which we could call
non-polynomial complexity (NP) problems. The discrete logarithm problem is one NP problem (as far as we
know), which is used throughout cryptography. Elliptic curve cryptography, is built on a number of protocols
using adaptations of the discrete logarithm problem. Unfortunately, as is the case with all currently used
cryptographic protocols, elliptic curve cryptography is vulnerable to attacks which could be performed by a
quantum computer, and may not remain secure in the face of rapid advancements in the field of quantum
computing. As such, new protocols are being designed, including ones built on elliptic curve isogenies, falling
into the category of post-quantum elliptic curve cryptography. This talk will cover the basics of cryptography,
elliptic curve cryptography including its vulnerabilities, and the foundations of post quantum elliptic curve
protocols. Relevant areas of mathematics include number theory and complexity theory.

Continuous Bourgain-Tzafriri Estimate
Jeffrey Marshall-Milne
York University
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The Bourgain-Tzafriri theorem asserts the existence of a universal constant c>0 which provides information
about square matrices with normal columns. In this presentation, I will discuss my work with Professor
Pavlos Motakis in extending this result to a continuous matrix function. Of particular interest is the case of
a multidimensional domain.

Doubly stochastic Markov chains
Ludovick Bouthat
Université Laval
Markov processes are very important and omnipresent everywhere around us. For example, population dynamics, cruise control systems in motor vehicles and the coupon collector problem can all be modelled by
Markov chains. In this presentation, we’ll introduce the concept of a Markov chains, and we’ll then focus
on a special type of Markov chain for which the transition matrices are doubly stochastic. For these types of
stochastic processes, we study the asymptotic behaviour of the process and we give sufficient conditions for
the process to reach an equilibrium state. [Talk in English, slides in French]

Knots in Fractals - An Exploration of Non-Universal Fractals
Joshua Broden
Waterloo University
In this presentation, we show that many knots and families of knots can be found inside the Sierpinski
tetrahedron isotopically. We define the idea of a knot being contained in a fractal while preserving the
knotting, and use the way these knots are embedded in fractals in order to conclude that the Menger sponge
is more complex than the Sierpinski tetrahedron.

The game of Cops and Robbers : how Cops can outsmart the Robber
Kareem Alfarra
University of Waterloo
The game of Cops and Robbers has been studied extensively since its first conception. This simple game has
surprising results. We now know which graphs are cop-win and even winning strategies for the cops ! We will
first look at the finite case for a single cop, the infinite case, then we present the k-cops with both finite and
infinite and lastly we close with a winning strategy for the finite single cop case !

Packings and Coverings
Sanket Biswas, Catalina Quincosis
University of Waterloo
The fundamental problems in the classical theory of packings and coverings, the development of which was
strongly influenced by the geometry of numbers and by crystallography, are the determination of the densest
packing and the thinnest covering with congruent copies of a given body. Roughly speaking, the density of
an arrangement is the ratio between the total volume of the members of the arrangement and the volume
of the whole space, which is generally taken to be n-dimensional Euclidean space. In this talk, we define
the notion of packing and covering density rigorously and give an account of the known bounds of these
densities. These bounds are the foundations of some of the most immediate yet fascinating problems in this
domain including the famous problem of sphere packing, for which Maryna Viazovska was recently awarded
the Fields Medal.

Measuring Entanglement in Infinite Dimensions : Why and How
Alexander Kazachek
University of Western Ontario
The prototypical quantum state used in quantum information theory, cryptography, and computing is the
qubit : a ray living in the two-dimensional span of a zero and one. Often, though, we want to associate states
to objects lacking this linear structure, like many manifolds. One way is to use coherent states, those coming
from certain functions on the manifold. The trouble is that coherent states are often infinite-dimensional ;
though we only need matrix manipulation to measure the entanglement of two finite-dimensional states, like
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qubits, it is difficult to even make sense of this process in infinite dimensions. We will look at these challenges
and how to overcome them.

An Algorithm to Embed Any Knot in the Menger Sponge
Noah Nazareth
University of Toronto
Karl Menger proved in 1926 that all curves of dimension 1 are homeomorphic to some subset of the Menger
sponge. Knots are continuous embeddings of a circle into three-dimensional space, so they are all homeomorphic to some subset of the sponge, but that only tells us what was embedded into space to create the knot
(i.e. the circle). The specifics of how it was embedded are what give the knot its properties. This motivates a
question : can we embed the knots continuously into the Menger Sponge in a way that preserves their shape ?
Also, is it possible to embed the knots in a finite iteration of the sponge, rather than the infinite one ? This
talk presents an algorithm which shows that the answer to both of these questions is yes.

Solutions to Cauchy’s Functional Equation over Qp
Grayson Plumpton
Queen’s University
Over Z and Q, functions satisfying f (x + y) = f (x) + f (y) are linear and determined by their value at 1.
Solutions over R, however, are not so simple. In fact, there exist nonlinear real solutions, and such solutions
are discontinuous at every point, unbounded on every interval, non-measurable, and have graphs that are
dense in R2 . This talk discusses solutions in the p-adic world and introduces p-adic analogues of bounded
intervals and measurability to conclude that solutions over Z p and Qp behave analogously to solutions over
Z and R, respectively. No prior knowledge of p-adic numbers is assumed.

An Elementary Proof of the Jordan Curve Theorem
Alexander Ko
University of Toronto
The Jordan Curve Theorem : roughly speaking, it states that every “nice” (simple closed) curve in R2
separates the space into an inside and an outside. It is infamously an “obvious” but nontrivial result in
the field of topology. In the words of Helge Tverberg (1980), “Although the JCT is one of the best known
topological theorems, there are many, even among professional mathematicians, who have never read a proof
of it”.
In this talk, we aim to provide a self-contained proof of the JCT, explicating that of Ryuji Maehara’s (1984),
in a way that is accessible to the majority of undergraduate students. Prerequisites include only a first course
in real analysis and basic topology of Rn (e.g. open and closed sets, compactness, connectedness) ; all other
info will be presented ad-hoc, as needed.

Modelling Single Lane Traffic Flow as a Fluid
Jessie Meanwell, Dean Louizos
McMaster University
In our talk, we will be going through a model of traffic flow that treats cars as a concentration of mass in
a fluid. This model comes from a PDE which we will solve using the characteristic method. We made some
Desmos animations of the model’s predictions based on various initial traffic conditions. Our model can be
used to answer questions about timing of traffic lights and traffic buildup.

A Brief Introduction to Homotopy Type Theory
Jacob Ender
Western University
Homotopy type theory (HoTT)/univalent foundations is a new approach to foundations of mathematics built
on the theory of dependent types. A major upside of this theory is that it provides a tractable setting for the
formalization of mathematics in computerized proof assistants. In this talk, we will first develop some basic
constructions of Martin-Löf’s dependent type theory. We will finish by discussing the Univalence Axiom, an
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axiom which regards equivalent types as equal types (as terms in a universe), thereby allowing us to formally
consider equivalent structures to be entirely indiscernible.

Waring Squaring (Generalized). The Circle Method : Part I
Maya Gusak
Waterloo University
In this talk, we give an introduction and intuition for a powerful method in analytic number theory : the
circle method. We motivate the circle method by Waring’s problem, according to the historical context, and
explain Vinogradov’s improvement using Fourier analysis. Last, we consider Hardy and Littlewood’s solution
to Waring’s problem from a modern perspective, giving a heuristic understanding of complexity and some
examples of the kind of problems that can be tackled by more general versions of the method that are used
today – and, in particular, where the circle method fails.

Comportement à long terme des solutions de l’équation de Dirac dans des espacetemps de trou noir
Long-term behaviour of solutions of the Dirac equation in black hole geometries
Qiu Shi Wang
McGill University
The Dirac equation is the quantum mechanical, relativistic wave equation governing the behaviour of spin
1/2 particles. It can be studied on a wide class of oriented Riemannian manifolds, in particular the KerrNewman (dimension 4, charged) and Myers-Perry (dimensions 5, uncharged) rotating black hole geometries.
On these spacetimes, Chandrasekhar’s separation of variables procedure decouples the Dirac equation into
two systems of ODEs, in the angular and radial directions. On the exterior region of the Kerr-Newman
black hole, by studying the solutions of the radial ODE on a compact annulus with suitable boundary
conditions, then suitably sending the boundaries of the annulus to the event horizon and infinity using
estimates for the asymptotic behaviour of solutions, Finster, Kamran, Smoller and Yau obtain an integral
spectral representation for the Dirac propagator. The latter integral representation describes solutions to the
associated Cauchy problem with compactly supported, smooth initial conditions, which leads to a proof of
the decay of the probability of presence of a Dirac particle in any compact spatial region using the RiemannLebesgue lemma. We use the same method and the local orthonormal frame given by Wu to prove local
probability decay of a Dirac particle in the exterior region of a 5-dimensional Myers-Perry black hole, a
result that Daud e and Kamran had obtained using Mourre theory.
The presentation will be given in French.

A Two-Step Approach to Optimal Dynamic Pricing in Multi-Demand Combinatorial
Markets
Xinyue Xie
Waterloo University
Online markets are a part of everyday life, and their rules are governed by algorithms. Assuming participants
are inherently self-interested, well designed rules can help to increase social welfare. Many algorithms for
online markets are based on prices : the seller is responsible for posting prices while buyers make purchases
which are most profitable given the posted prices. To make adjustments to the market the seller is allowed to
update prices at certain timepoints. Posted prices are an intuitive way to design a market. Despite the fact
that each buyer acts selfishly, the seller’s goal is often assumed to be that of social welfare maximization.
Berger, Eden and Feldman recently considered the case of a market with only three buyers where each buyer
has a fixed number of goods to buy and the profit of a bought bundle of items is the sum of profits of the
items in the bundle. For such markets, Berger et. al. showed that the seller can maximize social welfare by
dynamically updating posted prices before arrival of each buyer. Bérczi, Bérczi-Kovács and Szögi showed that
the social welfare can be maximized also when each buyer is ready to buy at most two items. We study the
power of posted prices with dynamical updates in more general cases. First, we show that the result of Berger
et. al. can be generalized from three to four buyers. Then we show that the result of Bérczi, Bérczi-Kovács
and Szögi can be generalized to the case when each buyer is ready to buy up to three items. We also show
that a dynamic pricing is possible whenever there are at most two allocations maximizing social welfare.
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Local Rank and Moebius-Kantor Complexes
Othmane Oukrid
McGill University
A notion of local rank —which in some sense measures the “proportion of flats” in tangent cones—can be
introduced for a class of non-positively curved (henceforth CAT(0)) spaces. The way this notion is defined
allows for the possibility of “intermediate rank”, and yields very interesting (sometimes surprising) results
that are relevant to CAT(0) geometry and buildings. In particular, one construction arises naturally in the
process : Moebius-Kantor complexes. These are CAT(0) 2-dimensional simplicial complexes defined by local
conditions. Every face in these complexes defines a set of “roots”, and the parity of the roots of rank 2 is a
well-defined geometric invariant. As such, root distributions induce parity distributions, a fact which suggests
the study of the interaction of both. Of particular interest are the “even” and “odd” parity distributions
(distributions for which all faces are respectively even or odd), which we can classify.

Goldbach Ted Talk
Yen-Kang Fu
Waterloo University
The Goldbach conjecture is one of the most famous unsolved number theory problems. It claims that every
number greater than 5 can be written as a sum of 3 prime numbers. In this talk, we will see how to use the
circle method to prove the odd Goldbach conjecture, which is now called Vinogradov’s theorem. We will also
investigate why we cannot extend this proof to the Goldbach conjecture by talking about the limitations of
the circle method.

Counterexamples to a generalized symmetry conjecture
William Verreault
Université Laval
An important theorem of Donnelly and Fefferman in spectral geometry implies that the volume of points
where eigenfunctions on a compact Riemannian manifold take on positive values is proportional to the volume
of points where they take negative values. A symmetry conjecture motivated by physics states a stronger
result : the volumes should be the same asymptotically. But this conjecture is false !
A theorem of Jakobson and Nadirashvilli is the Lp -norm analogue of the preceding theorem. Once again, we
can ask whether the ratio of Lp norms of positive to negative parts of eigenfunctions of the Laplacian tends
to 1 as the eigenvalue tends to ∞. We will see simple examples and pictures that show that the answer is no.
No knowledge of spectral geometry is required.

Mathematics & Art
Merve Zeybekoglu
University of Toronto
Mathematics and art have long been intertwined. While the application of mathematics in art is popular,
the claim that mathematics itself is an art is faced with skepticism. How can numbers and symbols be art ?
Lacking the popularized use of traditional fine art mediums, mathematics still presents its beauty in many
ways. Through the use of computer programming, geometry and various other mathematical concepts, one
can produce a beautiful work of art using non-traditional mediums.

ADE classification for quivers of finite representation type
Xinrui You
Nankai University
In this talk I will first introduce some knowledge about quiver representation, then prove that the connected
component of graphs obtained from quivers of finite representation type is classified through ADE-type
Dynkin graphs. The only background knowledge needed for understanding my talk is some basic linear
algebra.

The Pentagonal Number Theorem
Madhav Gopakumar
University of Toronto
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The partition function p(n) denotes the number of ways that smaller positive integers can sum to n neglecting the order of the summands. A closed form expression of p(n) is not known, however there are
known recurrence relations. In this talk we will prove one such recurrence relation, due to Euler, known as
the Pentagonal Number Theorem.

L’inégalité de Simons
Jérôme Côté
Université Laval
L’inégalité de Simons est une inégalité peu connue dans le domaine des mathématiques et de l’analyse en particulier. Dans cette présentation, on regardera l’énoncé de cette inégalité fascinante ainsi qu’une application
de cette dernière qui est en fait la preuve d’un autre théorème.

Turning the Calculator Factory Into a Calculator : C++ Template Metaprogramming
Evan Girardin
Waterloo University
Calculators are pretty fast. But what if we could do better ? I claim that we can trick the calculator factory
into doing our computations for us ahead of time, such that the calculator they give us has an answer to
a problem baked in. In our case, the calculators are computer programs, the calculator factory is a C++
compiler, and our instructions to the factory are well-formed C++ code. And, as it turns out, we can trick
the compiler into doing any pre-computation at all by using its type system against it.
Some knowledge of at least one programming language is probably necessary ; some working knowledge of C
or C++ is not necessary, but might be nice to have.

Problem Solving in Group Theory
Aaryam Sharma
Waterloo University
Group Theory is an interesting field - containing highly intuitive problems, as well as problems that lack
no obvious direction. In this talk, I will go over some interesting and challenging problems from Group
theory that have non-intuitive solutions and discuss methodology to arrive at these types of fascinating
results. Problems will be selected from several sources, including the Putnam Contest (2018 A4). One specific
problem we will go over is finding a homomorphism from the set of units in Z/nZ to the set of units of Z/nZ
multiplied by m, viewed under multiplication modulo mn for gcd(m,n) = 1 : the solution goes in the opposite
direction of traditional intuition.

The one about mathematical words
Marko Milosevic
University of Winnipeg
This talk will serve as an introduction to Combinatorics on Words as well as give a personal account of
conducting research in the area as an undergraduate student. We will discuss results from a research project,
and the process behind obtaining them. No specific background required.

A Taste of Riemannian Geometry and Relativity
Albert Lu
University of Toronto
In the 17th century, Sir Issac Newton introduced the three laws of motion and Newtonian spacetime, believing that time is absolute and speed of light is relative. Hundreds of years later, experiments had shown
that Newton’s work was incomplete. In particular, it fails to accurately model light and high-speed objects.
All of which led to Einstein’s infamous work on special and general relativity.
This talk aims to be a friendly introduction to the mathematical foundation of relativity via (semi-)Riemannian
geometry. All audiences are welcome !
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A functional programming approach to mathematical analysis
Satrajit Chatterjee
University of Ottawa
Functional programming is a unique paradigm in computer science that depends extensively on composing
and applying functions. The point of this talk is to discuss what makes mathematical analysis complicated,
and how one can use functional programming to simplify and approach an analysis problem. This involves
abstraction of existing mathematical concepts, identifying underlying functions and types ; and converting
mathematical expressions into a syntax that can be processed using functions organized according to types
in a modularized approach.

The Nash Embedding Theorem for Tori in 3-Space
Diba Heydary
University of Toronto
The Nash Embedding Theorem states that any compact Riemannian manifold (M, g) has an isometric
embedding, f : M → Rd for, a sufficiently large d. This talk will provide an overview of this theorem, as
well as a background in Riemannian geometry before showing how the Nash Embedding theorem yields an
isometric embedding of a torus in three dimen- sional space. Some prior knowledge of point-set topology and
differential geometry would be ideal, but is by no means required. The talk will be effectively self contained.

“How to cut cake” – The problem of fair online resource allocation
Arkaprava Choudhury
University of Toronto
In this expository talk, I introduce mathematical formulations of fairness in an online setting. I use the
metaphor of a cake to discuss the problem of how to fairly allocate a finite heterogeneous resource, without revocability, amongst a finite set of agents arriving sequentially. As a concrete result, I evaluate the
performance of the moving knife algorithm paradigm for this problem in the Robertson-Webb model.

qwAIM : The Asymptotic Iteration Method generalized
Lucas Macquarrie
Western University
x+w)−f (x)
The Hahn difference operator Dq;w f (x) = f (q(q−1)x+w
, q, w > 0 is an operator that generalizes both the
forward difference ∆f (x) = f (x+1)−f (x), used in recurrence relations, and the ordinary derivative Df (x) =
(x)
limh→0 f (x+h)−f
. In 2003, Saad, Çiftçi, and Hall introduced a method to solve certain second-order linear
h
ordinary differential equations called the asymptotic iteration method(AIM) : In this talk, we will show the
AIM and how to extend it to the forward difference, q difference, and Hahn difference operators(DAIM,
qAIM, and qwAIM).
Prerequisites : I will assume some experience with solving differential equations and difference equations.
q-calculus would be helpful but not necessary and will be introduced.

Quantum Computing and Quantum Circuits
Shannon Jeffries
Waterloo University
For years we’ve been hearing about the amazing powers of quantum computers, that they’re faster than
any computer we’ve ever seen and that they’ll break our cryptography schemes... but how accurate is this
really ? In this talk we will discuss the current capabilities of quantum computers, and how these compare to
the quantum algorithms being worked on by mathematicians and computer scientists. Focusing on breadth
rather than depth we will look at quantum gates, the meaning of a universal gate set, quantum circuits,
and optimization of quantum algorithms. Background in basic linear algebra, up to unitary matrices, is
recommended but not required.
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Dissection of Polyhedra and the Dehn Invariant
James Bona-Landry
University of Toronto
Perhaps you’ve heard of the fact that given any two polygons of equal area, we may cut the first up into
finitely many pieces and rearrange them to obtain the second. It is natural to suspect the same thing to be
true in three dimensions : that given any two polyhedra of equal volume, we may cut the first into finitely
many pieces and rearrange them to obtain the second. Surprisingly, however, we can’t ! In this talk we will
explore this problem and pinpoint what exactly changes when moving from dimension two to dimension
three that gives rise to this strange phenomenon.

Differential Privacy For Graphs : Truncation Troubles
Clara Xi
Waterloo University
Differential privacy is the gold standard of privacy-preserving data analysis. However, analyzing graph data
under differential privacy presents difficult challenges. This talk will examine the intricacies of truncation as
a general technique to facilitate the differentially private analysis of graphs.

Fluid Dynamics on the Medieval Battlefield
Ciaran Neely
Waterloo University
In this talk we will discuss how fluid dynamics was applied to the movement of French and English soldiers in
the in the 1415 battle of Agincourt. Modern accounts of this battle often describe a “wall of bodies” forming
out of fallen soldiers, but could this simply be a misunderstanding of the Saxon word “wal” ? Perhaps
differential equation modelling can provide valuable insight into a debate between historians.

Proving the Deletion of Messages on a Quantum Computer
Oren Scheer
University of Ottawa
Can we construct an encryption scheme where Alice sends Bob an encrypted message that Bob can certifiably
delete ? When we say "certifiably delete", we want Alice to get a guarantee that Bob cannot recover the
original plaintext after deletion, even if he later gets ahold of the key. In a classical setting, where each bit of
information is either a 0 or a 1, this is impossible. Bob can simply copy the ciphertext before deleting it, and,
after getting the key, perform the decryption procedure on this copy. However, if Alice and Bob both have
access to quantum devices, it is possible to achieve this goal using a quantum ciphertext. In 2020, Broadbent
and Islam constructed a scheme achieving this notion of "certified deletion". In this talk, we will explore the
properties of quantum information that permit certified deletion, discuss the specifics of the Broadbent-Islam
scheme, and show an implementation of this scheme on IBM’s cloud-based quantum computers.

The Classification of Solvable Subalgebras for sl(4, C)
Shreya Dhar
University of Toronto
Lie algebras are a central object in mathematical physics, with applications ranging from general relativity
to supersymmetry. Understanding them can help us better our understanding of the physical world. The
classification of solvable lie algebras has been a long-standing unsolved problem. In this talk, I will discuss
part of my research under the supervision of Professor Joe Repka, and present some of the conjugacy classes
for solvable subalgebras of sl(4, C). We shall look at techniques that can be applied to classify solvable
subalgebras of sl(n, C).

Six Permutations Force Quasirandomness
Gabriel Crudele
University of Victoria
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Given permutations σ and π, the density of σ in π is the probability that among all restrictions of π with
the same number of points as σ, a randomly selected one is order isomorphic to σ. With this notion we can
formalize what it means for an ordering of elements to ‘look’ random. A sequence of permutations (πn )∞
n=1 is
called quasirandom if the densities of all permutations σ in πn approach 1/|σ|! as n → ∞. Graham asked if we
need to check the density of every subpermutation in order to conclude that a sequence is quasirandom, or if
there is a finite collection of permutations which forces quasirandomness. Indeed several sets of permutations
with this property have been found. After building the necessary background, we will introduce a new
collection of just six permutations which forces quasirandomness. We will end with a brief discussion of the
proof techniques which are often used in problems of this kind, namely flag algebras, as well as some open
problems in the study of quasirandom permutations.

How to Solve Navier-Stokes and Animate Fluids
Darren Moore
University of Toronto
The wind, the river. Your coffee, the weather. Fluids are everywhere, and their motion is described by the
Navier-Stokes equations. We will introduce the equations and why they look the way they do, then investigate
how to solve them. On the analytical side, we’ll see partial solutions to the Millennium Prize problem of
existence and smoothness. On the computational side, we’ll see how scientists, engineers, and artists use
Navier-Stokes for fluid modeling and animation.

P 4-free Graphs, Structure Theorems and Applications to Combinatorial Optimization
René Roy
Waterloo University
Many problems on graphs, such as finding an optimal colouring or a maximum size clique, are intractable
on general graphs. In this talk, we will examine the class of graphs which do not have a path of length 3 as
an induced subgraph. We will show that these graphs admit some very nice structure, and discuss how this
can be leveraged to solve these problems efficiently.

An Introduction to Linear Logic
Amélie Comtois
University of Ottawa
Linear logic is described by its inventor Jean-Yves Girard as the logic behind logic. Unlike in classical logic,
linear logic models production and consumption of resources. After all, nothing in this world is free, so we
need a logic that considers what we have to offer to a situation. In this talk, we will observe, through a variety
of examples, some of the scenarios in which linear logic is best suited. No prior knowledge of mathematical
logic is required for this talk.

Flag Algebras and Goodman’s Bound
Elena Moss
University of Victoria
For a pair of graphs H1 and H2 , the Ramsey number R(H1 , H2 ) is the smallest integer N such that any
edge colouring of KN has a contains a monochromatic H1 or H2 . One extension of this idea is to consider
N ≫ R(H1 , H2 ), and ask : in any red/blue edge colouring of KN , how many red copies of H1 and blue copies
of H2 must appear ? A 1959 result of Goodman found that, for any N > 6, the number of monochromatic
triangles in any edge 2-colouring of KN is at least



 

1
− o(1)
4

N
.
3

We will present a proof of Goodman’s result, which gives an introduction to the method of flag algebras.
Moreover, we will show that this bound is tight. We conclude by providing further extensions to this type of
problem, specifically using the notions of homomorphism density and the Ramsey multiplicity constant.
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Nets, ahoy !
Rishibh Prakash
University of Toronto
If you’re given a metrizable topological space, then you can understand its topology almost entirely by
considering the convergent sequences within it. This is great because ultimately the whole point of topology
is to allow us to define convergence. It would be lovely, then, if we could characterise topologies of arbitrary
spaces using convergence. This is exactly what nets and filters allow us to do.

Reinforcement Learning : a Dynamical Systems Approach
Jonathan Colaço Carr
McGill University and MILA Quebec AI Institute
The last decade of reinforcement Learning (RL) has revolutionized artificial intelligence and led to increased
knowledge of the world in protein folding, games, and many other fields. While these algorithms perform
tremendously in practice, the theoretical guarantees of stability and convergence are difficult to come by. In
this talk, I will review how Lyapunov stability and dynamical systems theory have been used to understand
the behavior of RL agents. Assuming no knowledge of machine learning, I will present RL from a dynamical
systems approach. This perspective leads to many theoretical results on the stability of RL algorithms, as
will be discussed.

Cops & Robbers on graphs or the mathematical Peter Pan Syndrome
Taha Skiredj
Université de Montréal
In this little talk, I will present a subfield of Graph Theory : Cops & Robbers. Remember when you were a
kid and played the pursuer game of Cops & Robbers ? Well, some serious mathematicians decided to devote
their time to study this exact game played on a graph : one or many cops move along edges to adjacent
vertices to try to catch a robber (who moves in the same fashion). It turns out that this rather simple game
is a pretext for beautiful and abstract discoveries on graphs. I will first present an overview of the subject
and then move to a little theorem that structurally characterizes graphs for which we’re sure that, no matter
the robber’s strategy, one cop can succeed at catching the robber. I will finally present some of my summer
internship projects related to Cops Robbers.

A Brief Introduction to Computational Analytic Combinatorics
Andrew Luo
University of Waterloo
Generating functions have played a vital role in encoding combinatorial counting sequences. In this talk, I will
discuss computational techniques for approximating coefficients from a generating function, and generalize
the results to the multivariate case. I will also give a demo of an implementation of the algorithm in Sage,
and discuss its many applications, ranging from molecular biology to proving properties of the Riemann-Zeta
function.

Un théorème à 4 moyennes et son application aux pseudospectres
Nathan Walsh
Université Laval
Soit N ≥ 4 et soit x1 , ..., xN , y1 , ..., yN > 0. Si les nombres xj et les nombres yj partagent les mêmes moyennes
harmoniques, géométriques et arithmétiques, alors
max xj < (N − 2) max yj .
j

j

Cette inégalité permet de démontrer que, si A et B sont deux matrices complexes de dimension N ×N
(N ≥ 4) qui ont des pseudospectres super identiques, alors pour tout polynôme p,
√
∥p(A)∥ ≤ N − 2∥p(B)∥.
√
Un résultat antérieur nous permet même d’affirmer que la constante N − 2 est optimale si N = 4.
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Modeling imperfect immunity using the “leaky” SEIR model
Jingjing Mao
Queen’s University
This talk will focus on modeling one type of infection-derived imperfect immunity using compartmental
models. We will focus on leaky immunity ; once an infected individual recovers, there is a reduced, nonzero probability they will become infected again. The general form of the compartmental model will be
introduced, based on which we derive epidemiological meaningful information such as the basic reproduction
number. After that, we will investigate the properties of equilibria. Finally, we will touch on the transient
dynamics, such as the honeymoon period, the way the system approaches the endemic equilibrium, and the
system’s response to perturbations. Previous experience with differential equations and vector calculus is
highly recommended, but one can still get the main idea without those prerequisites.

Continuous Majorization in a C ∗ -algebra
Xavier Mootoo
University of Toronto
Majorization of real-valued vectors has been studied extensively with several applications to stochastic processes. One may extend this notion of majorization to the self-adjoint operators through a characterization
of its eigenvalues and even abelian families of self-adjoint operators (defined as joint majorization). Recent
progress has been made in the case of C ∗ -algebras, whereby majorization of self-adjoint elements was shown
to be equivalent to taking the closed convex hull of the unitary orbit of a self-adjoint element. We examine
a particular C ∗ -algebra, namely the continuous maps from an arbitrary metric space to the n×n matrices
with complex entries, with the aim of applying joint majorization continuously and proving the convex hull
unitary orbit equivalence.

Locally Repairable Codes : Locality in the Sum-Rank Metric
Timothy Cheek
University of Michigan
In coding theory, the concept of locality describes the number of erasures a code can correct and the amount
of data that needs to be accessed to do so. Codes that leverage the relationship between large correction
capability and a fast correction procedure have been extensively studied in two metrics, where data is encoded
into a vector or matrix. I will describe joint work with Hisham Awartani and Teresa Pollard which generalizes
locality to hold for data encoded as tuples of matrices—itself an extension of the two previous metrics. Taking
advantage of the properties this abstraction preserves, we first use the algebraic structure of field extensions
to explore tighter bounds on minimum distance—a characteristic desirable in correcting for errors. Then, we
generalize and combine optimal codes in the previous metrics to construct new codes with varying notions
of optimal erasure- and error-correction ability.

Generalizing the Derivative : Fréchet Differentiation
Maninder Dhanauta
University of Toronto
In highschool, we learn about derivatives being the slope of tangent lines. This results in the First Principle
formula, which we use to prove many properties about derivatives. Later in multivariable, we learn of partial
derivatives and the Jacobean matrix formula. Differentiability in Complex Analysis is also introduced as
an analogy to the First Principle. However, there is a generalization that can be used to derive each of
these formulas. In this talk, we will approach the notion of Differentiability using Bounded Linear Maps and
tinkering with approximations. We will see the natural connection between Linear Algebra and Calculus. The
second half of the talk will focus on using the Fréchet Derivative to define Differentiation in Banach Space.
Minimal knowledge of highschool calculus and definition of vector norm and inner product is required.

Spanning Arborescences : Applications to Handwritten Mathematics Recognition
Tia Ruza
University of Waterloo
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Handwriting recognition has been a field of interest over the last number of years. Recognizing handwritten mathematical expressions has the added challenge of not only symbol recognition, but determining a
variety of relationships between the symbols. This talk will demonstrate the bridge between the study of
arborescences of digraphs and the challenge of determining the relations between symbols in handwritten mathematics recognition. In order to show this connection, we will focus on two algorithms for finding spanning
arborescences, Edmond’s Arborescence Algorithm and the Beam Search Algorithm.

Exploring Quivers, Representations and Varieties via Multisegments
Iretomiwa Ajala
University of Calgary
I will introduce the notion of a multisegment as given by Zelevinsky, and discuss how they relate to quivers
of type A, representations of the general linear group, and Lusztig’s nilpotent varieties. This talk will largely
be driven by examples.

Decidability of Presburger arithmetic using finite automata
Jonathan Yang
University of Waterloo
Presburger arithmetic is the first-order theory of natural numbers with addition. A theory is decidable if
there exists an algorithm that decides if a given statement in the theory is true or false. In this talk, I
prove the decidability of Presburger arithmetic using a simple approach based on finite automata. Then, I
will discuss how to extend this algorithm to prove facts about sequences characterized by finite automata
(automatic sequences). Finally, I give an example of a proof about automatic sequences using the Walnut
prover.

Separable Solutions to Non-Linear Anisotropic Diffusion Equation in Elliptic Coordinates
Kateryna Tretiakova
Thompson Rivers University
The steady non-linear diffusion equation is often encountered in natural sciences and engineering. Whilst
isotropic and axially symmetric solutions are elementary, the complexity of many systems requires a more
realistic description. The studies seeking to break the symmetry via a generalisation to elliptic domains
are rare, and despite a series of preluding simplifications, eventuate in computational methods and results
instead of analytical methods. We will prove that two- and three-dimensional exact solutions of the nonlinear diffusion equation exist in elliptic coordinates subject to an arbitrary piecewise constant azimuthal
anisotropy. The general purpose is to delineate the conditions under which the anisotropic solutions persist
in curvilinear orthogonal coordinate systems. This research is a part of long-term study which has brought
up the question of existence of the solution in other coordinate systems after being done in polar and
spherical coordinates. Modelling anisotropic transport is of interest in large scale application and since the
permeability of these man-made porous media cannot be controlled at will, analytical solutions supporting
a flexible spatial anisotropy dependence are of value, especially if the constraint due to the idealised circular
cross-section geometry can be relaxed.

Recommender Systems : A Netflix Case Study
Nga Nguyen
York University
Netflix Recommendation Engine highlighted the significance and application of recommendation systems in
real-world applications. The availability of various types of user data and the level of interest in the topic
within the research community have propelled the emergence of industrial applications of recommendation
systems. Netflix also runs about hundred of A/B tests every year on around hundred thousand users per year.
Their goal is to not rely on the algorithms but to use real data to figure out what is working. Specifically,
they use given the data about what content their users watch and enjoy along with how them interact
with their service to get better at figuring out what the next great movie or TV show for them will be.
They go beyond to validate their ideas on historical data to understand how people respond to changes
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in our recommendation system by running online A/B tests and measuring long-term satisfaction metrics.
The experiments have provided them with new insights to further improve their research and product as
the preference of users change gradually. The experimentation has them to move beyond rating prediction,
made famous by the Netflix prize, and into personalized ranking, page generation, search, image selection,
messaging. The purpose of this study is to provide an up-to-date overview of industrial recommender system
methodologies. We will provide a high-level overview of the practical application of recommendation in real
world regarding Netflix Use Case.

An introduction to Coxeter groups and the properties of their weak order
Kimia Shaban
University of Waterloo
Coxeter groups are well known in the field of pure mathematics for being a group generated by reflections.
We will discuss the poset structure defined as the weak order of Coxeter groups. While it is known the weak
order of the symmetric group of permutations is strongly Sperner, this talk will focus on extending this result
for all finite Coxeter groups. This talk assumes no knowledge of posets or Coxeter groups.

Zero Knowledge Proofs and Applications
Paul Staadecker
University of Waterloo
Interactive proofs are processes that multiple parties follow, allowing one to prove to the others that some
fact is true. If the proving party does not reveal any information apart from the truth of the desired fact, we
say that the proof is zero knowledge. In this talk I will introduce the theory of interactive proofs and zero
knowledge, and share their applications in cryptography and privacy.

Multi-Branched Functions and Cardano’s Formula
Victoria Quance, Micaela Vancea
Western University
There are issues that inevitably arise when a standard mathematical solution is implemented in a computer
algebra system. As a case study, we use the solution of cubic equations in Maple. Definitions of multivalued
functions and branches will be introduced, and the importance of branch selection in such a system will
be discussed. To ensure the solutions are functional and ideal for each user, we consider the benefits and
drawbacks of different commands in Maple when used in the cubic formula. Additionally, to correct some
of the problems with the traditional cubic formula, we introduce new formulas for the roots of a cubic in a
theorem.

Lean
Brendon Thomson
Concordia University
I will go over some of the history of Lean, the proof assistant, and present some of the proofs I’ve done over
the summer of exercises to demonstrate the power and novelty of Lean.

The watchman’s walk on dynamic graphs
Joseph Duthie
Université de Montréal
This talk will give an introduction to the problem of finding a watchman’s walk in a graph, which can be
phrased as finding the optimal route for a security guard to monitor the rooms of a museum, such that the
time for which any room is unobserved is minimised. I will present and sketch proofs of some known results
on watchman’s walks on static graphs and present some new research as part of my Mitacs globalink research
internship about how this can change on a dynamic graphs.

Les algorithmes MCMC et leurs utilisations en statistique bayésienne
Damien LeBlanc
Université de Moncton
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Introduction aux algorithmes de Monte-Carlo par chaines de Markov (MCMC) et leurs applications en
statistique bayésienne, présentation de différents algorithmes (Metropolis-Hastings, Monte-Carlo Hamiltonien
(HMC), HMC sur des variétés) et de leurs avantages.

Univariate Tropical Polynomials
Charlotte Lavoie-Bel
Université Laval
This talk is intended to be a brief and playful introduction to tropical mathematics, also known as max-plus,
min-plus or idempotent algebra. We begin by showing the axioms of the tropical semi-field and see how we
can construct it with real numbers and a map that uses a base 0 logarithm. Afterwards, we focus on the
graphical representation and factorisation of univariate tropical polynomials. We will also talk about the
tropical analogue of the Fundamental theorem of algebra.
The slides are in English, but I will speak French during the presentation.

Me + You + Interactive Proof
Benjamin Wong
University of Waterloo
Interactive proof systems are tools from complexity theory that model theorem proving procedures between
two or more parties. This talk will demonstrate the concept and utility of interactive proofs with several
examples. We will build up from scratch to MIP*, the class of multiprover interactive proofs with entanglement. MIP* plays in an important role in quantum complexity theory and classifying its complexity has
resolved conjectures in quantum information theory and von Neumann algebra theory. No prior knowledge
is required, but a casual understanding of graphs and computational complexity may be valuable.

Inflations and Inversions of Permutations - A Visual Guide
Etan Ossip, Cole Gigliotti
Queen’s University
We give a visual introduction to the inversion set of a permutation and the problem of decomposing inversion
sets into disjoint unions of simpler inversion sets. As we will see, this problem has a surprising connection
to the Catalan numbers. We go on to introduce an inflation procedure for constructing permutations out of
smaller ones, akin to factoring integers, and conclude by revisiting the initial problem through the lens of
this tactile process.

Quantile Forecasting
Kristof Kraus
University of Waterloo
Although the expectation has been the dominating functional in regression and forecasting contexts, quantiles
also play an important role in statistical modeling. In addition to a variety of immediate applications like the
newsvendor problem, they are the mean of choice to construct uncertainty intervals, and to cast probabilistic
forecasts. To evaluate quantile forecasts (or also check in-sample model fit) properly, we look at two notions
of calibration (extending classical coverage) and compare forecasts from different models with consistent
scoring functions visualized in the Murphy diagram. Besides examining theoretical backgrounds, we will
see these concepts in action by exemplary analyzing two models (including quantile random forests) in the
Global Energy Forecasting Competition 2014.

Caractéristique d’Euler : preuves et réfutations
Philippe Drouin
Université Laval
La caractéristique d’Euler met en relation le nombre de sommets, d’arêtes et de faces d’un polyèdre selon la
formule S − A + F = 2. Lakatos, dans l’essai intitulé Preuves et réfutations, retrace l’histoire de ce résultat à
travers un dialogue entre maître et élèves. Les positions défendues par ces acteurs dépeignent des conceptions
rivales de ce que constitue une bonne preuve, et ultimement de ce qu’est le savoir mathématique. Inspiré
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par Lakatos, je présenterai plusieurs contre-exemples choquants à la caractéristique d’Euler, les réactions
possibles face à ceux-ci et les implications du grabuge résultant pour la méthodologie des mathématiques.

Numerical Analysis for Real-time Nonlinear Model
Predictive Control of Ethanol Steam Reformer
Robert Joseph George
University of Alberta
The utilization of renewable energy technologies, particularly hydrogen, has seen a boom in interest and
spread worldwide. Ethanol steam reformation (ESR) is one of the primary methods capable of producing
hydrogen efficiently and reliably. This paper provides an in-depth study of the reformulated sys tem, both
theoretically and numerically, and a plan to explore the possibility of converting the system into its conservation form. We aim to enable a mech anistic model to be employed in real-time control calculations while
explicitly accounting for input, state and output constraints with minimal computation cost. Lastly, we offer
an overview of several numerical approaches for solving the general first-order quasi-linear hyperbolic equation to the model for ESR. We conclude by presenting some results that would enable these ODE/PDE solvers
to be used in non-linear model predictive control algorithms and discuss the limitations of our approach and
directions for future work.

A Simple Timing Attack on Diffie-Hellman Key Exchange
Vincent Macri
University of Waterloo
Even cryptography schemes that are mathematically sound can be broken if the implementation reveals
side-channel information. In this talk, I will demonstrate one of the simplest of such attacks : by measuring
variation in execution time, we can fully recover a Diffie-Hellman secret key. We will also discuss how
awareness of these attacks are important to anyone writing code that handles sensitive data, even if they are
not working directly with cryptography.

Schubert Calculus and Cohomology of Grassmannians
Yunhai Xiang
University of Waterloo
Enumerative geometry is a branch of algebraic geometry with intimate connections to string theory and
mirror symmetry. It concerns counting the number of certain types geometric configurations, for example :
how many lines are there on a smooth cubic surface (e.g. x3 + y 3 + z 3 + w3 = 0) ? The answer is : there are
exactly 27 lines on each smooth cubic surface ! In this talk, I will introduce an important idea in enumerative
geometry called Schubert calculus, which is a precursor to the theory of characteristic classes, e.g. Chern
class, Stiefel-Whitney class, etc.

The Hidden Beauty of Math Behind Music
Amelie L Zhang
University of Toronto
From a broad range of different types of music, properties of the Fibonacci sequence have been discovered
in many compositions and instruments, such as the violins.
First, by looking at the components and vibrating system of the strings of the violin, it helps to understand
the frequencies and tunes of an instrument mathematically. Then by correlating frequencies and the Fibonacci
sequence, it achieves the ’Phi" moment of composition.
Overall, luthiers are constantly trying to modify instruments with the help of mathematics, to enhance the
quality of their tone, while musicians are trying to dig deeper into the analysis of different compositions.

Infinite Dimensional Vector-spaces ; stranger than you think
Nathanael Chwojko-Srawley
University of Toronto
Ever wondered why most linear algebra is limited to finite dimensions ? Join me as we explore some of the
quirks of infinite-dimensional vector-spaces. From amending the idea of a basis, to defining novel notions of
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size, to finding linear maps that are not continuous, we will see how having no bounds on the dimension
opens* a whole new area of exploration.

A finite length curve in Rd with positive measure
Alice Rigg
University of Toronto
"What’s the catch ? It isn’t the Lebesgue measure. It is however a doubling measure, meaning there’s a
positive constant C such that for any x ∈ X and r > 0 we have ν(B(x, 2r)) ≤ Cν(B(x, r)). The Lebesgue
measure is a doubling measure. But it’s not the one we’re using. In this talk, we construct a doubling measure
ν and a rectifiable curve Γ such that ν(Γ) > 0. It turns out this property is weak enough for us to distribute
the weight of a measure into a Cantor-like set with certain parameters, then thread a curve through those
points while remaining finite in length."
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